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Introduction  

 On April 17, 2010, a new organic garden opened on the lawn to the west of 

Parsons House at Williams College.  The garden, run by the Williams Sustainable 

Growers (WSG) and funded by both the Zilkha Center and College Council, was the 

creation of two students, Jarret Nelson ’10 and McCullough Inglis ’13.  In their 

original proposal for the creation of the garden, the WSG committee, a group of six 

Williams students, stated that they hoped the garden could “create a starting point 

for a campus-wide conversation about sustainability and agriculture” (Shahid, 

2010).  One of the key phrases used in the above statement is that the garden 

created this April was created as a “starting point,” implying that expanding the 

garden program is a definite goal for the WSG.  To determine whether a larger 

garden would be beneficial for Williams’ academic mission, the feasibility of 

expansion, as well as why sustainably grown produce is important, must be 

explored.  On the Zilkha center’s website, the mission statement reads: “The Zilkha 

Center for Environmental Initiatives will work with students, faculty, and staff to 

incorporate principles of sustainability into the fabric of campus life – in learning, in 

our purchasing and operations, in capital projects, and in the daily routines of all” 

(Zilkha Center, Williams College).  A larger garden, which would promote increased 

student and faculty involvement, would be a perfect tool to further the Zilkha 

Center’s mission statement and enhance the sustainable food awareness of the 

entire campus.  
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Figure 1: Williams Organic Garden to the West of Parsons 

 

 

Organic Gardening  

Definitions 

 Organic gardening is the process of growing plants without the use of 

synthetic fertilizers or pesticides.  According to the United States Department of 

Agriculture (USDA), “organic agriculture is an ecological production management 

system that promotes and enhances biodiversity, biological cycles, and soil 

biological activity.  It is based on minimal use of off-farm inputs and on management 

practices that restore, maintain, and enhance ecological harmony” (USDA).  The goal 

of using organic gardening practices is not only to ensure the health of the people 

who consume produce or animal products, but also to provide a healthy community 

for the plants and animals being grown and raised.  In addition to the health benefits 

organic practices provide for consumers and the plants and animals themselves, 
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organic agriculture also serves to conserve healthy farmland and prevent the 

environmental degradation caused by conventional farming practices.  

 In order for farmers to label their products as “organic,” the United States 

Government must determine that their farms follow a certain set of standards listed 

by the USDA.  According to the Farm Bill of 1990, part of the Food, Agriculture, 

Conservation and Trade Act, “the term sustainable agriculture means an integrated 

system of plant and animal production practices having a site-specific application, 

that will, over the long term, 1) satisfy human food and fiber needs; 2) enhance 

environmental quality and the natural resource base upon which the agricultural 

economy depends; 3) make the most efficient use of nonrenewable resources and 

on-farm resources and integrate, where appropriate, natural biological cycles and 

controls; 4) sustain the economic viability of farm operations; and 5) enhance the 

quality of life for farmers and society as a whole” (USDA).  Williams’ Dining Services 

has made sustainability one of the highest goals of their operation.  In addition, 

health and safety are primary goals of Dining Services, which is why not only the 

benefits of organic farming, but also the dangers of conventional farming, must be 

examined in order to fully understand the importance of the promotion of 

sustainable agriculture on campus.  
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Figure 2: USDA Organic Label 

 

 

Conventional Farming  

 Conventional farming has expanded exponentially in the United States due to 

rapid innovations in farming technology.  Farms have become massive in size, and 

many grow a single crop instead of using the traditional process of crop rotations.  

The use of harmful pesticides and fertilizers has also increased to a dangerous level, 

because more and more Genetically Modified Organisms have been used in US 

agriculture.  The problems with conventional farming in the country range from 

ecological and economic dilemmas as well as health and philosophical concerns.  

Ecologically, the expansive conventional farming system in the US has led to a 

decline in soil productivity, reduction in water quality due to pollutants, water 

scarcity, increased pesticide-resistant insects, and forest destruction.  In terms of 

economics, conventional farms have created increasingly large federal expenditures 

and an increasing stratification between lower income farmers and huge farmers 
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with near-monopolies on certain crops.  The harmful pesticides used for produce as 

well as the use of antibiotics in animal production poses a significant health threat 

to consumers, who have less and less of a connection to the processes used to create 

the food they eat on a daily basis.  Philosophically, traditional American values about 

agriculture have changed in this new area of large-scale, single- crop conventional 

farming.  Food travels an average of 1,300 miles in the United States between the 

farms where it is produced to the supermarket where it is sold.  Almost every state 

buys 85% of their food from out of state, and in Massachusetts in particular, “food 

import imbalance creates a 4 billion dollar leak in the state economy every year”  

(UMASSAmherst). The grim picture of conventional farming presented here 

provides a strong impetus for people to return to simpler, organic farming 

techniques, and the benefits of organic farming create even more reasons why a 

push towards sustainable agriculture should be made.  

 Organic practices ensure that the quality of the produce or animals produced 

on a given farm will be environmentally sound and not toxic.  Organic farming 

enhances the quality of life for both farmers and society, and an increased demand 

for organic products could help turn back many of the destructive practices of 

conventional farming.  Because of Williams’ goal to promote a sustainable food 

culture and sustainability in general, the promotion of organic and sustainable 

farming must be an integral part of the college’s educational mission. 

 

Gardens at Places like Williams College 

Middlebury College 
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 With Williams’ small organic garden barely one month old, it is important to 

look at campus gardens at schools similar to Williams to learn about the process of 

maintaining a larger sustainable campus garden and see what practices could work 

for Williams and what practices Williams would have to adapt to meet the college’s 

unique environment.  In the summer of 2003, Middlebury College in Middlebury, 

Vermont created their first sustainable garden on campus.  The garden consists of a 

three-acre plot that is dependent upon student volunteers during the school year 

and summer interns in the summer.  Summer internships are funded by the 

previous year’s crop sales as well as generous alumni gifts, and one garden manager 

directs the garden.  According to Middlebury’s garden report from the fall of 2008, 

produce from the garden was sold to Dining Services, local companies such as Otter 

Creek Bakery, American Flatbread, the Middlebury Natural Foods Co-op, and the 

Grapevine Grille.  Produce grown on Middlebury’s garden was also donated to 

community food shelves.  Last year, Middlebury transformed the garden into a 

system of Community Supported Agriculture (CSA).  CSA is a commitment between 

a farm and its local community where members support a farm in exchange for part 

of the produce generated by the farm.  It is clear that Middlebury’s garden goes 

beyond just the growing and selling of produce.  As stated on their website, the 

mission of the garden is to “promote awareness of issues surrounding food 

production by: a) providing the opportunity for instruction and hands on experience 

at the garden site and b) facilitating events, speakers, farm visits, screenings, etc. 

related to food issues” (Middlebury Sustainability).  Classes from a range of subjects 
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have used the garden as part of their curricula, and the garden promotes 

Middlebury’s mission of sustainability and sustainable education.  

 

Yale University 

 The organic garden at Yale has also existed since 2003, and they have 

produced hundreds of different types of vegetable, fruits, herbs, and flowers.  Like at 

Middlebury, the garden is dependent on student volunteers during its four seasons 

of operation.  Yale has stated that their goal for the organic garden is to convert 45% 

of food in Yale Dining to sustainable by the year 2013.  Yale’s garden also goes 

beyond just the production of healthy, sustainable produce.  Many teachers use the 

garden in their course curricula, and the garden also offers summer internships for 

students interested in agriculture and business.  Yale either gives produce to the 

volunteers who work the garden or sells its harvest to the local Wooster Square 

Farmers’ Market.  Local restaurants also buy produce from Yale’s farm.  The farm at 

Yale does not supply food for the dining halls on campus, but like the one at 

Middlebury, functions primarily as an educational resource.  

 

Why Expand the Garden at Williams 

Educational Value 

 The mission statement of the Center for Environmental Studies at Williams 

College states that, “within the liberal arts mission of Williams College, the 

Environmental Studies Program provides students with an opportunity to explore 

how humans interact with the environment, including its physical, biological, 
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philosophical, and social elements.  The program is designed so that students will 

grow to realize the complexity of issues and perspectives and to appreciate that 

many environmental issues lack distinct boundaries” (CES website).  An organic 

garden is a perfect tool to help realize the CES’ mission, and the expansion of the 

small garden would further promote this mission.  Not only will it serve as an more 

visible example of how organic farming is a much more healthy and 

environmentally friendly option that conventional farming, but it is also a venue 

where the complex social and environmental issues that have arisen in the United 

States about conventional farming can be discussed using a hands on approach.  At 

Bowdoin College, the campus organic garden has a mission statement that explains 

how an organic garden could serve as a valuable resource for environmental 

education.   According to the garden’s website, “whether students are planning the 

timetable for vegetable planting, studying the growth of plants under varying 

conditions for a biology class, or learning about agricultural markets when the 

produce is sold, the garden is a place of learning in every sense of the word” 

(Bowdoin Organic Garden).  If the small garden that was created this April were 

expanded, it could become not only a place where students could grow some fresh 

vegetables for themselves, but also an educational resource to many more 

professors and students in a wide array of topics, from the sciences to the 

humanities to economics.  A group of six students has been successfully running the 

small organic garden since it was opened in mid-April, and the success of the garden 

is a huge step in the sustainable food initiative.  However, the twelve raised beds to 

the west of Parsons are not a big enough venue to provide the type of educational 
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resource that a garden like the one at Bowdoin College provides.  A larger garden 

would enable more students to get a hands on leadership experience in how to run a 

garden, and, as Bowdoin outlines in their mission statement, many more students 

will get to have “the inspiring experience of ‘getting their hands dirty’” in a larger-

scale garden.  In a USA Today article about the growing student demand for organic 

food, a Yale student was quoted: “when I can connect my hand in labor to the food 

I’m eating, it’s a powerful experience.”  The article continues to explain this 

student’s experience: “On a rainy September morning, he’s spreading compost while 

munch on organic cherry tomatoes. ‘I won’t eat just anything anymore. Working 

here has changed my perspective on food’” (Horovitz, 2006).  The larger the garden 

at Williams, the more students (and faculty) would come to change their behavior 

when it comes to what they choose to consume and what they refuse to eat.   

 In addition to the goals the WSG had in promoting sustainable agriculture 

and using the garden as an educational resource, one of the goals the WGS had in its 

garden proposal this year was to create a lasting garden, as many small gardens 

have come and gone on Williams’ campus.  Students at other colleges have also 

expressed interest in having larger gardens, and do not think small plots are 

sufficient for the garden’s intended purposes.  Stanford University students 

submitted a proposal to their college to expand their small garden to a larger 

campus farm.  An article in the Stanford Daily explained that, “the current 

community farm on campus is not particularly conducive to student projects or 

large-scale production with only one-eight of an acre allocated to undergraduate 

farming” (Cole, 2010). The article quoted a current junior, who said, “I’m really 
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looking forward to the farm as a way to delve into agricultural education.”  The 

larger garden, Stanford students hope, would further connect students to the food 

they consume and the means necessary to produce it.  If the garden were larger at 

Williams, more students and faculty could be involved, which would mean there 

would be a much higher chance that the garden project would last past the year 

2013, when this year’s freshmen will graduate.  The larger the garden becomes, the 

more uses it will have, and therefore the more likely it will be to survive.  

Sustainability has become a huge aspect of Williams’ academic goals, and the 

commitment to maintaining a larger garden would show that the college is not only 

promoting its sustainable philosophy in words, but also in actions and operations.  

Student Interest  

 In the spring of 2005, four environmental studies students at Williams wrote 

a report about what to do with the Wire Bridge Farm Parcel, a 73-acre addition to 

Hopkins Memorial Forest.  Half of the land was an open field.  In the report, 

students’ opinions on what the land should be used for are explored.  The students 

polled “displayed an overwhelming desire for some sort of agriculture on the parcel, 

raging from a large garden to a study away farm program similar to the Williams-

Mystic program.  The general consensus, however, was that the activity should be 

larger than a garden and smaller than a farm, and should use sustainable or organic 

farming to teach students about such process” (Eaton et al, 2005).  It is clear from 

this report, the initiative the six students took this April in creating a small garden, 

and the large turnout the garden growing parties have seen this spring, that the 

student desire for a larger garden at Williams is palpable.  
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Dining Services and Local Produce  

 Building a huge farm that would enable Williams to supply all of its own 

produce for students and faculty is a goal that is far out of any logical reach 

considering Williams’ financial standing at this point.  An ideal solution to the 

college’s goal to provide healthy, organic food as well as the environmental 

education goal of “closing the loop” between students and the food they consume 

would be to expand the garden on a small scale while simultaneously expanding 

initiatives to purchase food for dining halls from local farms in Williamstown.  Any 

students who eat in the dining halls at Williams can see that Dining Services is 

committed to its environmental responsibility to purchase as much local and 

organic food as they can.  More and more organic produce, as well as organic coffee 

and local milk and vegetables can be seen in all five dining halls at Williams.  

According to the dining services website, 20 cents per meal is spent on premium 

local and organic food, which has increased the college’s consumption of local, 

organic food by 30%.  Williams currently buys roughly 18% of its food from local 

farms, which costs $335,000.  Products purchased from local farms include coffee, 

dairy, cheese, water, chicken (for catering) and, of course, produce.  Produce is 

purchased from Peace Valley Farms, Green River Farms, Dave’s Melons, Black River 

Produce, Equinox Farms Sheffield, Pride of New York Produce, Ioka Valley Farms, 

and Sweetbrook Farms.  The increased price of local food is definitely a 

consideration that Dining Services has to take into account when making deals with 

the local farms listed above.  For meats, the price increase can be as high as 33-50% 
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more for local meat, but, according to Bob Volpi, head of Dining Services at Williams, 

the purchase of local produce “has been ongoing for years now and there continues 

to be a wonderful partnership with Peace Valley, Green River, and other local 

farmers who are willing to work with us on fair pricing for both ends.”  Volpi says 

that when it comes to produce, the products are “a bit more expensive but well 

worth it!”  

 Although there are many students who will say they care whether their food 

is local or not, many more may not necessarily notice and appreciate whether the 

apple or orange they grab on the way out of Greylock Dining Hall is from a local farm 

or not.  Many students would eat the fruit whether local or not, and many would not 

have any hesitation to take a piece of fruit that is not labeled as local or organic.  The 

more food dining halls can get from local farms the better, but does this really have a 

strong educational impact and effect on sustainable behavior if the students who 

consume the local food are still removed from where the food comes from, even if it 

is only twenty minutes away?  Simply buying more local food is not enough of a 

means to achieve the campus’ sustainable food goal, which is why a larger garden 

would expose more and more students to the process of farming, making them more 

likely to not take an apple that is not labeled “organic.”   The larger the garden at 

Williams, the more students and faculty could be involved in its organization and 

maintenance.  By combining the effects of both working at the garden or just hearing 

about more and more of your friends working on it and offering more local foods in 

the dining halls, a certain level will be achieved in which Williams students will be 
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unwilling to eat food that has traveled 1,000 miles to Greylock dining hall or 

produce that has been grown with harmful pesticides.  

 

Expansion Plans 

Areas to Expand 

 There is limited space on Williams’ campus, so in order to expand the organic 

garden, a viable location needs to be chosen for it.  The location should be relatively 

flat with good soil and six to eight hours of daily sunlight.  Optimally, this area of 

land would have minimal trees and shrubs and have access to a good water supply.  

In the WSG’s proposal to build the garden that is now located to the west of Parsons 

house, the group members explained that they thought the garden should be in a 

“highly visible and accessible location” because “a garden that most students walk 

by regularly will implicitly encourage thought and discussion among the entire 

campus” (Nelson et al, 2010).   If the garden is expanded, which the WSG hopes to 

do, there are many other areas like the area to the west of Parsons that would also 

be in a central area of campus.  The WSG proposed planting the garden to the rear of 

Hopkins Hall and in the quad near Lehman Hall and the Bernhard Music Center, 

which would also be viable locations for garden expansion.  In addition, Sarah 

Gardener has suggested planning small herb gardens near Driscoll and Mission, as 

well as expanding the garden in other places, in order to cement the connection 

between sustainable growers and Dining Services.  

 For a longer-term, large-scale expansion, vacant grassy areas by Cole Field or 

Poker Flats would be perfect locations for garden expansion, or perhaps even larger 
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areas of land slightly further from the center of campus.  In the 2005 report on the 

Wire Bridge Land parcel, what would be required for Williams to have a larger scale 

farm was explained.  The report found that a year round farmer would need to be 

hired to help plan and help organize the farm.  The labor and organization would 

also involve student volunteers during the school year and paid student interns over 

the summer months.  The report predicts that some or all of the food produced 

would go to Dining Services, and that the school’s compost could be brought to this 

farm instead of being trucked out to an off-site farm.  The annual cost of collecting, 

storing, and transporting compost is $20,000 dollars.  Some of this money could be 

saved if Williams used its compost in its own sustainable farm, and this would “close 

the loop” because Williams’ waste food would go back into the production of 

Williams’ produce instead of being sent elsewhere (Eaton et al, 2005).  Determining 

how large the expansion site for the garden would be, the cost and labor that would 

go into establishing this future site must be examined.  

Cost and Yield  

 Deciding where and how to expand the garden is dependent on what cost 

Williams can currently afford.  A project to expand the current garden could take 

two possible paths: large expansion or moderate expansion.  The costs for each path 

are very different, as well as the labor that would go into each different plan.  To 

moderately expand the garden, what currently exists to the west of Parsons could be 

doubled or even tripled in size.  The initial budget for the current organic garden 

included the cost of over twenty different types of tools, from shovels to hammers to 

watering cans, vegetable and planting products such as seeds and pesticides, and 
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other miscellaneous materials, as well as the construction of twelve raised beds.  

The total start up costs for the garden for spring through summer of 2010 was 

$5045.06.  In the Data section of this project, a full list of the crops the WSG ordered 

can be seen.  Seeds for twenty different types of vegetables and were ordered.  The 

construction of the raised beds, according to the budget, cost $3003.06. The raised 

beds (along with a small garden area that still exists behind Kellogg house) 

comprise about 1,000 square feet.  An average estimate for how much produce can 

be grown in raised beds is 1.24 pounds per square foot, meaning the Parsons garden 

has the potential to produce 1,240 pounds of produce.  There is plenty of room to 

double the number of raised beds in the current location, which would be feasible to 

maintain by the WSG.  This small expansion would cost about 3,000 more dollars 

and would enable the garden to produce 2,480 pounds of produce.   According to a 

spreadsheet produced by Bowdoin’s organic garden, from June through October of 

2008 their farm produced a total of 326.5 pounds of lettuce, just one of their many 

crops.  In total, 5343.6 pounds of crops were grown in total at Bowdoin during this 

growing period, and the cost of this produce was $17,359.57.  Bowdoin’s garden, 

however, is massive compared to Williams’.  It is one acre, about 43, 560 square feet, 

which makes it 43.56 times larger than our current garden.  Growing produce at the 

same percent yield that Bowdoin has would create 122.67 pounds of produce, which 

is close to the estimate of 1.24 pounds per square foot referred to above.  
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Figure 3: Pounds of Crops Grown at Dartmouth 

 
 To hire a staff member to run a large-scale farm like Bowdoin’s on Williams’ 

property has been estimated to cost $30,000 annually.  In addition, based on 

Hampshire College’s budget for their farm, $20,000 would be spent annually on 

student workers.  These figures are large, and together with start up costs for a 

large-scale farm, are beyond the reach of the Center for Environmental Studies’ 

budget and beyond Dining Services’ budget.  However, based on student interest 

and the educational value of a farm, the moderate path for expansion should be 

implemented.  Adding more raised beds to the Parson’s lot, and adding more garden 

areas either behind Hopkins or to the west of the music building, could more than 

triple the amount of garden area that now exists.  In addition to expanding the 

garden in physical size, the departments involved in the garden should expand.  

Dining Services is very interested in using plants grown in the garden, and 

partnership between the WSG and Dining Services should be formed so the growers 

could grow things that the dining halls would need, such as tail onions, garlic, and a 

variety of herbs.  If Dining Services purchased food from the WSG, more funding 

would be provided for the purchase of seeds and tools to maintain the garden. 

Faculty from a range of departments should also be brought into the sustainable 
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garden, because the more the garden expands in terms of the people involved and 

departments dependent on it as an educational resource, the more likely the 

demand for the garden to expand would grow in the future, when Williams perhaps 

would have more money follow the path of the large scale garden expansion or the 

creation of a small farm.  

 

Data  

WSG Projected Budget  

  A B C D E 

1 
Williams Organic 
Garden         

2            

3  

Projeted Budget 
Spring-Summer 
2010: First Revision 
4/11/10         

4            

5  Items Quantity Price Total 

Price based on: JS=Johnny's Seed 
Comapany, AH=Aubuchoen 
Hardware, HD=Home Depot 

6           

7  Tools         

8  Shovel/Spade 4 var. $ 65.44 AH 

9 Trenching Shovel 1 $ 25.49 $ 25.49 AH 

10 Hoe 4 var. $ 87.26 AH 

11 Rakes 3 $ 29.99 $ 89.97 AH 

12 Sledgehammer 1 $ 20.69 $ 20.69 AH 

13 Clippers 2 $ 14.69 $ 29.38 AH 

14 Scissors 5 $ 6.74 $ 33.70 AH 

15 Buckets 5 $ 3.77 $ 18.56 AH 

16 Baskets 10 $ 4.98 $ 49.80 HD 

17 Work Gloves 10 $ 2.50 $ 25.00 AH 

18 Hammer 2 $ 9.89 $ 19.78 AH 
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19 Screwdrivers 2 $ 3.05 $ 6.10 AH 

20 Hose/100ft+nozzle 1 $ 35.98 $ 35.98 AH 

21 Digging Forks 2 $ 22.49 $ 44.98 AH 

22 Trowels 1 $ 8.09 $ 16.18 AH 

23 Transplanter 4 $ 2.50 $ 10.00 AH 

24 Tool Shed 1 $ 500.00 $ 500.00 HD 

25 Mattock 1 $ 22.49 $ 22.49 AH 

26 Wheelbarrow 1 $ 62.99 $ 70.00 AH 

27 Hand Saw 1 $ 18.89 $ 18.89 AH 

28 Mower 1 $ 98.99 $ 98.99 AH 

29 
Extension 
Cord/100ft 1 $ 32.39 $ 32.39 AH 

30 Duct Tape 1 $ 4.04 $ 4.04 AH 

31 Utility Knife 2 $ 3.59 $ 7.18 AH 

32 Carpenter Square 1 $ 7.19 $ 7.19 AH 

33 Field Spray Paint 1 $ 5.39 $ 5.39 AH 

34 Watering Cans 3 $ 5.47 $ 16.41 HD 

35 Staple Gun 1 $ 19.97 $ 19.97 HD 

36 Staples 2 $ 10.96 $ 21.96 HD 

37 Pipe Cutter 1 $ 16.79 $ 16.79 HD 

38 Digging Fork 1 $ 24.97 $ 24.97 HD 

39     Total $ 1,444.97   
40            

41  
Raised Bed 
Construction         

42  Red Ceder 1x12 384ft 3.67/ft $ 1,410.10 R.K Miles 

43 Red Ceder 2x2 48ft 2.81/ft $ 44.96 R.K Miles 

44 Tax on Lumber * $ 90.99 $ 90.99 R.K Miles 

45 Screws 1 $ 19.79 $ 19.79 AH 

46 Rain Barrel 1 $ 175.68 $ 175.69 Amazon 

47 Compost 15yd 32/yd $ 480.00 Holiday Farm 

48 Compost Delivery 1 $ 105.00 $ 105.00 Holiday Farm 

49 Plastic Sheeting 64ft/24ft $ 375.06 $ 375.06 Tnfarmsupply.com 

50 PVC Piping 690ft $ 1.03 $ 71.07 HD 

51 hoop tunnel screws 1 $ 5.37 $ 5.37 HD 

52 hoop tunnel eyelets 1 $ 4.97 $ 4.97 HD 

53 Mold Board 36 $ 1.97 $ 70.92 HD 
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54 PVC 90 elbow 48 $ 0.25 $ 12.00 HD 

55 PVC Tee joint 48 $ 0.30 $ 14.40 HD 

56 PVC 45-elbow 48 $ 0.50 $ 24.00 HD 

57 clothes Pins 2 $ 2.35 $ 4.70 HD 

58 Bunjee cords 12 $ 7.89 $ 94.64 HD 

59     Total $ 3,003.66   

60  
Vegetable Planting 
and Care         

61  Organic Pesticides 1 $ 33.00 $ 33.00 JS 

62 Seeds * $ 202.12 $ 202.12 JS 

63 Starter Soil 1 $ 30.00 $ 30.00 Biology Department 

64 Row Cover 1 $ 115.95 $ 115.95 JS 

65     Total $ 318.07   

66  Misc         

67  
Compost bin 
materials * $ 169.32 $ 169.32 R.K. Miles 

68 Bulletin Board 1 $ 44.14 $ 44.14 Amazon 

69     Total $ 213.46   
70            

71      
 Total: 
3597.51 $ 5,045.06   

 
  A B C 
1  Beds Crop Varities 
2   Beets Early Wonder Tall Top 
3   Broccoli Blue Wind 
4   Cabbage Red Express 
5   Cauliflower Snow Crown, Veronica 
6   Spinach Emu 
7   Chard Bright Lights, Bright Yellow 
8   Kale Toscano, Red Russian 
9   Collards Flash 

10   Lettuce 
Black Seeded Simpson, Buttercrunch, Red Rosie, Winter 
Density 

11   Peas Caseload 
12   Bok Choy Black Summer 

13   
Italian 
Dandelion Red Rib 
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14   Snap Peas Sugar Sprint 
15   Mustard Green Wave 
16   Mizuna Purple 
17   Savoy Yukina 
18   Carrots Nelson, Mokum 
19   Turnips Purple Top White Globe 
20   Radishes Easter Egg 
21   Scallions Guardsman 
22       
 

Conclusion 

  Katherine Millonzi, the manager of the Sustainable Food Program at 

Williams, wrote, “successful food reform also includes altering food culture. The 

future of sustainable campus food systems, therefore, depends on building educated 

sustainable campus food cultures. If we continue to understand our relationship 

with food as separate from our relationship with our culture, then we will fail to 

achieve sustainable food systems on our campuses or beyond.  In order for our hard 

work towards food sustainability to have meaning, we must first realize that food is 

not disconnected from people, their communities and their daily routines” (Millonzi, 

2010).  As part of Williams’ sustainability mission, the expansion of the garden 

would be a huge tool to enact what Katherine described in the quotation above.  The 

garden, through student involvement during the year and summer internships, 

would provide a perfect educational resource to enable Williams’ students to 

understand the importance of sustainable agriculture, and the production of local 

food would become a part of the daily routine of many students and faculty.   Nina 

Merril, a Colgate Student, described her experience working on an organic farm in a 
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recent blog post.  She wrote, “I always supported sustainability and organics from 

the comfort of my clean and manicured college green. Getting down on the ground 

level, and working in the soil on my hands and knees, was the best thing I could have 

ever done to cement my passion for organics” (Merril, 2010).  A larger garden at 

Williams could create similar experiences for many of the college’s students.  The 

exposure many students would have to hands-on gardening would give them ability 

to experience the same sort of revelation about sustainable agriculture that Nina 

felt, and the understanding students would gain about the importance of sustainable 

agriculture would stay with them as they graduate from Williams and gain complete 

control over what they buy and consume at the supermarket.  A larger garden would 

not only create a more sustainable environment at Williams, but would also help 

produce more sustainably minded members of society as students leave the Purple 

Valley at the end of their four years here. 
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